
Assembly Guide

MultipliCITY is an international collection 

of outdoor public furniture elements 

that gives new meaning to the term 

“global design.” Created and developed 

in partnership with celebrated design 

innovators Yves Behar and fuseproject, 

MultipliCITY pioneers the integration of 

mass production and custom materials 

and configurations for a global market. 

The flexible, dynamic system addresses 

multiple scales, applications and creative 

expressions and includes six elements: 

a backed and backless bench, table, 

bike rack, LED pathway light and litter. 

Structural parts are manufactured by 

Landscape Forms, seating and table 

surfaces are produced from locally 

sourced hardwoods in markets outside 

North America, and flat shipping and 

local assembly to international locations 

supports carbon-reducing sustainability. 

MultipliCITY is a citizen of the world, 

equally at home in Buenos Aires, 

Barcelona and Boston

Litter
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Litter Assembly

Parts 



Litter,
 single unit, 
freestanding

5 in. hole
opening

Freestanding base plug

Hardware

x 2
Surface mount anchor 

1/2-12 thread

Description 

The MutipliCITY™ litter shares a 
visual vocabulary with the pathlight in which robust verticals 
end in graceful winged forms. The unusually graceful litter is 
offered in single and double versions. The single litter is an 
aluminum casting holding a single roto-molded bin. The double 
litter has a two-winged aluminum casting that fits over a vertical 
aluminum extrusion spine and holds two bins. Bins “float” when 
suspended from the frame, or are grounded when attached to 
a roto-molded based filled with ballast.
MultipliCITY™ designs are patent pending. Designed by Yves Behar and fuseproject

Assembly Steps Instructions

Surface Mount InStallatIon:

Remove plug from base. Drill hole through base as shown,  

 size determined by anchor (not included).

Install surface mount anchors as shown. note: Anchors and  

 set screws are included when surface mount is specified.

Set unit in position.

Trace around anchors to mark 3 holes.

Move unit.

Drill holes according to drop-in anchor manufacturer’s 

 recommendations.

Clear hole of debris.

Remove surface mount anchors from unit.

Thread surface mount anchors into drop-in anchors.

Set unit over surface mount anchors.

Verify that the support is resting on grade, not on the heads  

 of the surface mount bolts.

Tighten set screws using hex.

Install third anchor through base.

freeStandIng InStallatIon:

Remove plug from base. 

Fill the base with approximately 25 lbs of ballast. Replace plug.

eMbedded InStallatIon:

Turn unit upside down.

Thread embedded rods into each location. 

Set unit in position.

Trace around anchors to mark holes.

Move unit.

Drill 3/4" diameter holes at minimum 5" depth for single unit,  

 7/8" diameter hole at 5-1/2" deep for double unit.

Clear hole of debris.

Test fit unit in position. Casting should be sitting firmly 

 on grade.

Remove unit.

Fill holes with anchoring adhesive according to 

 manufacturer’s recommendations.

Set unit in position. Adhesive level will rise to the top of the hole.

Wipe away any excess adhesive before it begins to cure.

Support unit to hold it plumb and level until adhesive cures.

note: for the double unit, the washer and nut on each 

threaded rod should be set in the anchor hole, below grade.

x 4
3/8-16 x 5-1/8" 

threaded rods for single 
litter, embed mount

Litter, 
single unit, em-

bed mount

Multi-Use
opening

Slot
opening

Ø1 [22]

Single litter, embed mount detail Double litter, embed mount detail

™

Tools Required 
- Litter, surface mount
- Flat head screw driver
- Corrosion resistant concrete drop-in anchors or equivalent for 1/2-13 thread
- 1 additional anchor, not included, for third anchoring point (only required for single 
   surface mount unit)
for embedded option:
- Hammer drill with 3/4” masonry bit for single unit, or 7/8” diameter bit for double unit
- Anchoring adhesive (Powers Fasteners AC100 PLUS™, Hilti HIT RE 500 or equivalent)

Litter,
 double unit, 
freestanding

Litter, 
double unit, 

embed mount

B

NUT AND WASHER
MOUNTED BELOW GRADE

ADHESIVE FILL

5 [127]

Ø3/4 [21]

6 1/2 [165]
5 [127]

Ø3/4 [19]

6 [152] MIN


